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Abstract. With the development of computer technology, the crystal structure of atomic-scale
dynamics simulation is a hot research in recent years. The manganese carbonate crystal
structure is chosen as the research object, as the elasticity of manganese carbonate crystal
structure has been studied based on the plane wave ultra-soft first-principles density functional
theory framework pseudopotential method. Based on molecular dynamics , interatomic
potential function was introduced to describe the interactions between atoms of manganese
carbonate crystals and then elasticity contants of manganese carbonate crystals, bulk modulus,
shear modulus, Young's modulus were simulated. Influencing of the pressure on elastic
properties has been studied, the results indicate that: 1) the structure of manganese carbonate
crystal shows anisotropy due to the different types of atoms of Coulomb force and van der
Waals forces; 2) elastic moduli are also obtained, of which the bulk modulus B is 107.682GPa,
shear modulus G is 52.09GPa; 3) the values are very consistent to the results of Chen (B
108GPa and G 49.8GPa), thus the established model and the selected potential functions are
verified to be reliable.

1. Introduction
Elastic properties of crystals involves a number of fields, including chemical composition, crystal
orientation, pressure and temperature. The molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC) are
mainly used to study molecular structure and dynamics[1]. Chen et al. [2] have studied elastic modulus
of manganese carbonate single crystal measured by Brillouin spectroscopy, and the elastic constants
(C11, C12, C13, C14, C33 and C44 ) of the triangular crystal structure at constant temperature are as: 223.9
GPa, 93.4 GPa, 76.0 GPa, -17.3 GPa, respectively. 132.6 GPa and 44.5 GPa, which are in good
aggrement with the ultrasound experiment data, with rigid modulus value of 108 GPa. Wang et al. [3]
have calculated the bulk modulus of manganese carbonate crystal, with its value 135GPa based on MD
theory. Zhang et al. [4] have done the X-ray energy diffraction experiment of manganese carbonate
crystal and obtained the rigid modulus 108 GPa by means of energy dispersion analysis. At present,
researches on the structure of carbonic acid crystal mainly includes: the evaluation of lattice
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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parameters, structural characteristics, the measurement of bulk modulus, and the prediction of elastic
constants [3, 5].
However, its systematically parameters of manganese carbonate crystal have not been studied yet.
This work focus on the effect of pressure on the elastic properties of manganese carbonate crystal
structures under certain temperature conditions. The obtained elastic constants are as: C11 is 197.89
GPa, C12 61.19 GPa, C13 62.88 GPa, C14 14.13 GPa, C33 198.97 GPa, C44 37.84 GPa. Besides, the bulk
modulus and shear modulus are separately 107.63 GPa and 52.09 GPa, which is closer to the
experimental values of bulk modulus 114.3 GPa and shear modulus 49.8 GPa in literature [2]. Elastic
moduli of various typical crystals can be calculated by the calssical Reuss-Voigt-Hill method [6-10].
These conclusions are useful for the molecular dynamics study of similar crystal structure with the
space group R 3 C at nanoscale.
−

2. Modelling and potential functions
2.1 Modelling of manganese carbonate crystal
−
Manganese carbonate crystals belong to the trigonal system, the space group is R 3 C type, and the
lattice parameters are: a=b=4.772Å, c=15.637Å, α=90°, β=90°, γ=120°. Its crystal structure is shown
in Fig.1.

(a) atomic structure

(b) CO3 group
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of manganese carbonate crystal structure.
As in Fig.1(a), the crystal has characteristics as follows: 1) two Mn atoms are attached to anion
groups (CO3-2), forming into an equilateral triangle; 2) the triangle consists of a central carbon atom
and a total of 3 oxygen atoms per vertex.
From Fig.1 (b), the atomic spacing of the CO3 groups is as: C-O bond is 1.2867 Å, Mn-Oi is
2.1920 Å, O-Oi is 2.9544 Å, O-Oii is 2.2282 Å, O-Oiii is 3.0531 Å, O-Oiv is 3.1467 Å. Moreover, it can
be seen that the CO3 group also has an interaction potential with the peripheral oxygen atoms in
addition to the Morse potential between C-O in the CO3 group. That is to say, there are van der Waals
force and Coulomb force between O-O and Mn-O.
In order to maintain the 120° invariance of the CO3 group, the tri-atomic potential function of the
O-C-O and the tetra-atomic potential function of O-C-O-O outside the C plane in the CO3 group
structure are introduced into the manganese carbonate model.
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2.2 Interaction potential functions
2.2.1 Parameters of potential functions
The charge distribution of each ion of manganese carbonate crystal is as follows: Mn is +2.633 C, C is
+1.646 C, each O is -1.426 C, single Oc (core) is +0.4345 C, single Os(shell) is -1.4345 C. Then the
corresponding Buckingham potential can be calculated. The potential function parameter is in Table 1.
Table 1. Parameters of potential functions between atoms.
(a) Morse potential
Cc - Oc[3]
De(eV)

4.71

a(Å-1)
r0(Å)

3.8
1.18
(b) Buckingham potential

Oc - Oc

Os - Os

Mnc-Os[5]

Mnc-Cs[5]

Oc-Mnc[3]

A(eV)

4030.3

214836.2

1039.59

98181818.2

6348.6

ρ(Å)
C(eVÅ6)

0.217
0

0.198
21.61

0.289
0

0.120
0

0.2293
0

(c) Multi-body potentials
The three-body potentials

The four-body potentials

O-C-O

O-C-O-O

k2 (eV/rad2)

1.799

k(eV)

8.689

θ0(°)

120

φ(°)

360°

(d) Harmonic spring potential
Oc – Os
-2

k2 (eV·Å )

52.740

For atomic potentials, the potential functions of Mn-C and Mn-Os can be used by the data of the
literature [11], and the appropriate parameters (De, a, 0et k2) of the others potential functions are
selected according to different atomic types.
2.2.2 Interaction potential curves
The interaction potential curve between different atoms in manganese carbonate crystal is shown in
Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Curves of interaction potential between various atoms of crystal.
Based on potential functions in Figure 2, the atomic position and lattice parameters are optimized
during the energy minimization at a constant pressure[6-7]. The Newtonian iterative method is used to
search for the minimum value in simulation process.
3. Result analysis and discussion
3.1 Lattice parameters and elastic constants
3.1.1 Lattice parameters
The lattice parameter a(Å), b(Å), c(Å), volume(Å3) at 0MPa are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Lattice a, b, c (Å) of manganese carbonate crystal.
a,b

c

V

Present

4.7574

15.7542

308.77

Exp.[12]

4.772

15.637

308.38

Exp.[3]

4.55

15.91

285.24

The c/a ratio used is 3.285, within the relative error range of the experiment, which match better to
Maslen [12] 3.276, Wang [3] 3.49 and Zhang [4] 3.31. Besides, the variation slopes of a and c are -0.0506
and -0.0153, which is close to the slopes of a and c values -0.0640 and -0.0120 by Zhang[4].
3.1.2 Elastic constants
Elastic constants Cij (GPa) of manganese carbonate crystal is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Elastic constants Cij of manganese carbonate crystal.
C11

C12

C13

C14

C33

C44

Present

197.89

61.19

62.88

14.13

198.97

37.84

Exp.[2]

223.9

93.4

76.0

-17.3

132.6

44.5

From Table 3, it can be seen that C33 is the largest, indicating that the stiffness in this direction is
the largest. Elastic constants Cij under various pressures within the rangge of 0-350GPa is in Fig.3.
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Figure 3. Elastic constants Cij under different pressures.
From Fig. 3(a), the variation of elastic constants under different pressures is not the same, where
the slope of the C11 and C33 change curves is positive. C33 in c-axis direction is perpendicular to the
atomic plane composed of a-axis and b-axis. The contribution of C33 to elasticity is greater than that of
the a-axis C11 and the b-axis C22. The rest elastic constants slightly increased but tended to be
relatively steady.
3.2 Reuss bound and Voigt bound
3.2.1 The compliance coefficient Sij
For trigonal crystals, the elastic constants need to satisfy the generalized stability criteria [13]: C11>|C12|,
(C11+C12)C33-2C132>0, (C11-C12)C44-2C142>0; Elastic constant characterizes the response of the lattice
to external stress within the elastic limit [8]. Young's modulus describes the linear deformation
behaviors of the crystal, its value in three directions of a, b, and c axes can be obtained from the
inverse Sij matrix in Cartesian coordinates: Ex = S11-1, Ey = S22-1, And Ez = S33-1. The compliance
coefficient Sij can be obtained by inverse matrix of the expression (S = C-1).
S11 =

S12 =−

C11C33C44 −C33C142 −C44C132
C C C − 2C C C −C33C44C122 − 2C12C33C142 − 2C11C44C132 + 2C12C44C132 + 4C132 C142
2
33 44 11

2
11 33 14

2
12 33 44
33 14
2
2
33 44 12
12 33 14

2
44 13

C C C + C C −C C
C33C44C112 − 2C11C33C142 −C C C − 2C C C − 2C11C44C132 + 2C12C44C132 + 4C132 C142

C13
C11C33 + C12C33 − 2C132
C14
S14 = −
C11C44 − C12C44 − 2C142
C11 + C12
S33 =
C11C33 + C12C33 − 2C132

(3)

S13 = −

S 44 =

(1)
(2)

(4)
(5)

C11 − C12
C11C44 − C12C44 − 2C142

(6)

(7)
The compliance coefficient Sij can be calculated as: S11=0.00629, S33=0.00590, S44=0.02895, S12=0.00172, S13=-0.00142, S14=-0.00303. From the definition, we can obtain: Ex=Ey=158.583GPa,
Ez=168.379GPa.
S66 = 2( S11 − S12 )

3.2.2 Reuss bound and Voigt bound
Reuss bound and Voigt bound of trigonal crystals are [14]:
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GV =

(C11 + C22 + C33 ) − (C12 + C23 + C31 ) + 3(C44 + C55 + C66 )
15

(8)

GR =

15
4( S11 + S22 + S33 ) − 4( S12 + S23 + S31 ) + 3( S44 + S55 + S66 )

(9)

C11 + C22 + C33 + 2(C12 + C23 + C31 )
9
1
BR =
S11 + S 22 + S33 + 2( S12 + S 23 + S31 )

(10)

BV =

(11)

Based on the Reuss bound and Voigt bound, elastic moduli can be obtained [9-10], which are as:
Gv=55.99GPa, Bv=107.63GPa, Gr=48.18GPa, Br=107.62GPa, B=107.63GPa, G=52.09GPa,
E=134.56GPa, µ=0.292. Besides, values of the B (107.63GPa) and G (47.76GPa) are consistent with
the values of 114.3GPa and 49.8GPa by the experimental measurement of Chen [2].
3.3 Elastic moduli under various pressures
3.3.1 Surface of elastic modulus
Surface of elastic modulus by DFT calculation of manganese carbonate is shown in Fig.4.

a)Young's modulus;

b)Shear modulus;

Figure 4. Surface of elastic modulus by DFT calculation of manganese carbonate
From Fig.4, it can clearly be seen that Young's modulus and shear modulus are anisotropic, which
is the same with the conclusion of fractional anisotropy. Elastic moduli of manganese carbonate based
on Cij can be calculated by Reuss-Voigt-Hill (RVH) estimation[9-10]. Young’s modulus E of manganese
carbonate is 134.56 GPa, which demonstrates manganese carbonate is a relatively stiffer material.
Poisson ratio is 0.292.

Yongs modulus under various directions Ys (GPa)

3.3.2 Elastic moduli under various pressures
Young's modulus and shear modulus under
different pressures is shown in Fig.5.
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Figure 5. Curve of Young's modulus and shear modulus under different pressures
From Fig. 5(a), under 0-350 MPa, Young's modulus increases linearly in three directions, and in caxis direction it increases significantly compared to the other two directions. This can be explained by
the fact that the crystal structure alternates with the plane of the manganese ion and the CO3 group in
the c-axis direction. The shear modulus within the range of the pressure from 0 MPa to 350 MPa
shows a linear change, rising from 107.682 GPa to 108.81 GPa, as in Fig. 5(b).
4. Conclusion
Based on MD method, the appropriate interatomic potential functions are used to describe the
interaction between atoms in the process of energy minimization. The elastic constants Cij of
manganese carbonate crystal are calculated, and the Cij variation under different pressures is discussed.
Results are as:
(1) With the increase of the pressure, the lattice angles α, β, and γ change very little, while the
lattice length (a, b, c) and the crystal volume V decrease continuously.
(2) With the increase of the pressure, rigid modulus and shear modulus increased significantly.
Besides, the elastic constant C11 and C33 tend to increase while the other constants remain relatively
stable.
(3) The molecular dynamics method is used to simulate the bulk modulus and shear modulus with
the value of 107.63 GPa and 52.09 GPa, which is very close to the experimental measurement and
theoretical values. Thus, the validity of the simulation method and the reliability of the initial
parameters are verified.
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